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A data graph is obtained from a data structure by masking out the specific data 
items at the nodes of the structure and concentrating only on the linkages in the 
structure. This factoring operation is done implicitly when one refers to "tree struc- 
tures" or "arrays" as generic objects. Structural uniformities in data graphs can often 
be exploited to facilitate and systematize the accessing of nodes in the graph and the 
implementation f the graph in a computer. This paper presents a model for data graphs 
which can be used to study such uniformities. The main results reported algebraically 
characterize, in terms of structural uniformities, those classes of data graphs which 
can be implemented by "relative addressing" and by "relocatable r alizations." 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A data structure can be viewed as a collection of primitive data items in conjunction 
with a set of relations on these items. Such structures can fruitfully be represented as 
directed graphs with nodes labeled by data items and with each edge from node n 
to node m labeled by the relation which holds between the data item in node n and 
that in node m. Figure 1 illustrates two data structures represented graphically. 
In a computational (as opposed to an expository) environment, many important 
properties of data structures are independent of the explicit data items at the nodes 
of the structure. This assertion is evidenced by the frequent discussions of "tree 
structures," "arrays," etc., as generic objects. For example, an analysis of an algorithm 
operating on the structures of Fig. 1 will typically employ only the facts that one of 
the structures is a tree generated by two successors and one predecessor having five 
nodes, while the other is a lattice. There are, of course, data structures whose analysis 
depends very heavily on semantics rather than just on syntax, flowcharts being a prime 
example. However, the situations il lustrated are sufficiently common to warrant 
studying properties of data structures which depend only on form and not on meaning. 
This leads us to the notion of a data graph. 
A data graph is obtained from a data structure by masking out the data items which 
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FIG. 1. Two data structures; (a) A taxonomy, (b) A partial order. 
appear at the nodes of the structure and concentrating only on the linkages. This 
factoring operation corresponds exactly to the abstraction from the structures of 
Fig. 1 mentioned above. The first goal of the present study was to formulate a mathe- 
matical model of data graphs which is at once sufficiently simple to be mathematically 
tractable and sufficiently structured to permit one to isolate concepts of practical 
consequence. The result of this quest is presented in Section 3. 
In order to give direction to our investigation, we have concentrated onone specific 
problem area concerning data graphs, namely, the problem of realizing data graphs in 
a computer memory. This problem, while extremely complex, seems to have 
aspects which are amenable to mathematical nalysis. One approach to the problem 
is to seek precise formulations of the various techniques for realizing data graphs and 
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to investigate the (often subtle) concomitants of specific techniques. Relying mainly 
on the germane xposition by Knuth [2] for motivation, we have isolated two notions 
arising in data graph realization, namely relative addressing and relocatability, which 
can be studied in terms of the structure of the data graphs involved. The main goal 
of this paper is to formulate these two notions precisely and to characterize those data 
graphs to which these notions are applicable. The former task is the subject of 
Section 4; the latter occupies the subsequent two sections. 
While we feel that many problems can be formulated within the proposed model, 
we settle initially for the limited goal outlined above. 
A basic postulate in the current study is that data graphs employed in conventional 
algorithms are basically "simple;" that is, they tend to exhibit a great deal of uniformity 
in their structure. (Consider phrases uch as "treelike.") This paper is devoted to 
investigating, within the model developed in Section 3 and the goals set forth in 
Section 4, the effect of certain "natural" uniformities in the structure of data graphs 
on the mechanism required to access nodes in the graph. We are led to a notion 
of addressable graph which forms the basis for the subsequent investigation. Section 5 
is devoted to the notion of addressability. The class of addressable data graphs is 
characterized algebraically, and a number of consequences of the property are 
explored. The main result of this section is that addressable data graphs are precisely 
those which can be realized by relative addressing. 
In Section 6, we study three successively stronger notions of addressability. As 
a point of interest, the strongest notion considered (universal rootedness) is identical 
to the notion of "uniform tape" developed by Wagner [3] from a substantially different 
point of departure. In terms of our primary goals the main result of Section 6 is that 
free-rooted ata graphs are precisely those which can be realized relocatably. A similar 
result associates universal rootedness of a data graph with the ability to relocate 
a realization in situ. 
Sections 5 and 6 represent the attainment of the limited goals set forth in Section 4. 
While the main aim of this study is conceptual understanding of certain notions 
encountered in programming, some of the results obtained may have practical con- 
sequences. These consequences are considered briefly in Section 7. Also included 
in this last section are projections for further work on data graphs. 
The reader whose primary interest is in the mathematical development, should 
concentrate on Sections 3B, 5, and 6, referring to other sections only as needed. 
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
As an aid to the reader who does not have daily traffic with algebraic systems, 
we present abrief compendium ofthe notions used in the sequel. The more mathemati- 
cally inclined reader should merely skim this section for notational conventions. 
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A. Sets 
The most primitive notion employed is that of a set. We rely on the reader's 
intuition for this concept. 
The cardinality of a set S, denoted by #S,  is the number of elements in the set. 
The set is said to be countable if its cardinality is either finite or the same as that of 
the natural numbers. 
Two sets S and T are equal (S = T) if they have the same elements and are disjoint 
(S t3 T = r if they share no elements. S is a subset of T (S _C T) if every element of S 
is an element of T. 
We use the familiar notation "s ~ S"  to assert hat s is an element of S. 
For any statement P, we denote by {x ] P} the set of x such that P is true. 
B. Relations and Functions 
The direct product of sets S and T (S X T) is the set of ordered pairs {(s, t )  I s 6 S 
and t E T}. 
A (binary) relation on sets S and T is a subset of S X T. 
Fix for the moment on a set S, a set T, and a set g2 of relations on S and T; that is, 
each to E g2 is a subset of S x T. For each oJ ~/2, we define 
A(to) = {s ~ S ] 3t ~ T, (s, t> ~ to}. 
Similarly, for each s ~ S, we define (assuming ~2 is known from context) 
7(s) • {oJ z ~ [ 3t ~ T, (s, t> z r 
A relation o~ __C_ S x T is a (partial)function from S into T if, for each s ~ S, there is 
at most one t ~ T with (s, t )  ~ to. In this case we write "sw : t" for "(s, t )  6 to." 
Equality, inclusion, and disjointness for functions are defined viewing a function 
as a set of ordered pairs. 
A function to _C S x T is total if A(to) = S; it is one-to-one if, for each t ~ T, there 
is at most one s~ S such that sto = t; it is onto if Sto = T. (Sto : {t~ TI 3s~S,  
sto  = t ) . )  
I f  to _C S X T is a one-to-one function, then the relation oJ -1 = {(t, s) ] soJ = t} 
is a function. 
Let ~: be a function from S into T, and let ~ be a function from Tinto U. The compo- 
sition ~/o f  ~: and ~/is the function from S into U defined by 
~ = {<s, u> z S x U I 3t z T, s~: = t and t~/ : u}. 
We denote by T r the set of all functions from S into T. 
Given a set S, a function co _C S • S is called a transformation of S. Of special 
import is the transformation ls  = {Q, s) I s E S}, the identity transformation on S. 
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When the set S is clear from context we often elide the subscript "S."  The reader 
will easily verify that, for every one-to-one transformation oJ of S, ~oco -1 _C 1 ; moreover, 
equality holds iff oJ is total. 
C. Multiplicative Systems 
A semigroup X comprises a set Az which is closed under an associative binary 
"multiplication" (which is conventionally denoted by juxtaposition). Thus, if a, b, 
and c are arbitrary elements of Az ,  closure implies that ab ~ _/tz, while associativity 
guarantees that (ab)c = a(bc). Because of associativity, the "product" abc can un- 
ambiguously be written without parentheses. 
A semigroup X is a monoid if there is an identity element in Az ,  namely, an element e
such that, for all a ~ Az ,  ae = ea = a. Clearly, at most one such element can exist. 
A monoid X is generated by a set F Z C_ Az if every element of Az (save, perhaps, the 
identity element) is obtainable as a product of one or more elements o f / ' z .  (Trivially, 
X is generated by Az .) Thus, one can unambiguously refer to 27 as the monoidgenerated 
by Fz under the appropriate multiplication. It is this latter concept which will appear 
repeatedly in the sequel. 
A monoid Z is a group if every element of Az has a right inverse; that is, for every 
a ~ Az ,  there is a b, ~ Az such that ab a = e, e being the identity of Z. One easily 
verifies that b~ is unique if it exists and that a is a right inverse of b a . 
D. Monoids of Transformations 
We coalesce the subject matter of the previous two subsections by presenting 
the concept which plays a major role in our study, a monoid of transformations. 
Let g2 = {% ,..., co~} be a finite set of transformations of a set S. The monoid ~ is 
then the monoid of transformations generated by I"2 under functional composition, with 
identity 1 s . It is a straightforward exercise to show that functional composition, when 
viewed as a binary multiplication, is associative and that ls is an identity under this 
multiplication. 
Monoids, in general, and monoids of transformations, in particular, are crucial to 
the development of our theory. We refer the interested reader to the comprehensive 
work by Clifford and Preston [1] for more information about these interesting algebraic 
structures. 
3. A MODEL OF DATA GRAPHS 
A. Informal Development 
In this section we introduce the mathematical model which is the basis of our investi- 
gation. As we noted in the Introduction, a prime requisite of the model is simplicity. 
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With this objective in mind, we now review the issues which dictated the form of 
the model. Our primary guide in this development is the excellent treatise by Knuth [2] 
on information structures. 
1. Data Cells 
The first basic component of a data graph is a collection of data cells. This collection 
comprises the nodes of the graph and represents he abstract units in which data items 
are stored. In any practical situation, this set is finite since, indeed, the entire storage 
subsystem of a computer is finite. However, we have found it fruitful, for two basic 
reasons, to postulate countability rather than finiteness as the restriction on the cardi- 
nality of the cell set. This weaker restriction allows us to study properties of, say, 
binary trees which are consequents of the tree structure alone, independent of any 
externally imposed restriction on the number of nodes. A more direct justification of 
this decision is that much of the developed theory degenerates when applied to finite 
structures. Indeed, Theorem 6.13 in conjunction with its precursors indicates that there 
are decided practical advantages toviewing many finite structures, trees being a prime 
example, as finite "prefixes" of generic infinite structures. It would appear, from 
numerous articles in the literature, that this point of view has wide acceptance. 
2. Linkages 
The second basic component of a data graph is the set of linkages which play a dual 
role. At an expository level, the links expose the various relationships which obtain 
among the data items. From a computational viewpoint, the links afford a mechanism 
for traversing the graph in a systematic manner, using the structural relations as an 
accessing device. In accord with our observation about the basic simplicity of data 
structures used in practice, we postulate the existence of a finite set of link types which 
are used to represent all the links in the graph. Each node in the graph has at most one 
occurrence of each type of link emanating from it; thus each node has bounded out- 
degree. As an example, we refer to the tree of Fig. l(a); each interior node of the tree 
has a left- and right-successor and a predecessor; the root lacks a predecessor; the leaves 
lack successors. Thus, this particular structure is presentable with three types of links. 
Note that the number of nodes has no bearing on the number of link types (save in 
certain degenerate cases). 
When one formulates an algorithm, it is often natural to employ data structures 
which have "successor relations." However, when one implements algorithms, one is 
impelled by the architecture of conventional computers to impose a (possibly artificial) 
order on the successors of a given data cell. This ordering effectively decomposes the 
original relation into a set of functions. Since our concern is with the implementation 
of data structures, the model we develop is aimed at a compiler's eye-view of a data 
graph. At this level, a natural mathematical correspondent to the informal notion 
of a link type is a (partial) transformation on the set of data cells. Let c denote an arbitrary 
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data cell and A denote a link-transformation. (Imagine A as being left- or right-successor 
or predecessor in a binary tree.) I f  A is defined on c (c ~ A(A)), then there is a A-link 
from c to cA (which is again a data cell). I f  A is not defined on c, then c has no A-link 
emanating from it. 
To illustrate this notion, we present a binary tree with predecessor. (More examples 
are presented as needed in the text.) This presentation is portrayed graphically in 
Fig. 2. 
FIG. 2. Binary tree with predecessor. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. 
cell set: The set of cells is denoted by the natural numbers N = {1, 2, 3,...}. 
transformations: The three link-types are presented by the following trans- 
formations on N: 
nat ~ right-successor (n) = 2n, 
nat -~ left-successor (n) = 2n + 1, 
mr --- predecessor (n) = [n/2], 
where [x] denotes the integer part of x. 
The transformation predecessor  is the only one which is not total. The fact that 
predecessor (1) = [1/2] ~ 0 6 N indicates that the cell denoted by 1, which is the 
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root of the tree, has no predecessor. The fact that there are no other singularities 
indicates that all nodes other than the root have predecessors and that every node has 
both a left- and right-successor. 
Paths in a graph are informally described as sequences of links; relations among 
paths are most often treated in an ad hoc manner. In our framework, paths are 
described as compositions of transformations; relations among paths can, in many 
cases, be analyzed in terms of the monoid generated by the link-transformations. 
3. The Strong Connectivity Axiom 
The notion of data graph developed thus far is too general to exhibit any interesting 
structure. Relevant detailed properties begin to appear only when one begins to postu- 
late various types of uniformity in the structure of the graph. One particular uniformity 
appears to be so basic as to rate the status of an axiom within the system. 
AXIOM. There is a path between any two cells of a data graph. 
This axiom, which asserts the strong connectivity of the graph, is justified only on 
intuitive grounds. If, in the course of executing an algorithm, aportion of a data graph 
is left and cannot be reentered, this inaccessible section can thereafter be assumed not 
to exist. From a slightly different point of view: Information is stored only for later 
retrieval. In several alternative formulations of the notion of "information structure" 
in the literature, this axiom has been abjured in a strong way; indeed, it has been 
replaced by an axiom prohibiting any directed cycles in a data graph. However, in 
practical sequels to these abstract discussions, it appears that in the implementation f 
these "acyclic" structures there is always an implicit link from every cell of the structure 
to some designated root cell. I f  this new link is made explicit, the proposed model 
becomes a special case of the present model. This special "retrieval-oriented" class 
of data graphs might well merit independent s udy. To illustrate the structure of such 
restricted graphs we present a binary tree with reset. Figure 3 is a graphic portrayal of 
this structure. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. 
cell set: The set of cells is denoted by the natural numbers, N. 
transformations: The three link-types are presented by the following transforma- 
tions on N: 
no, = r ight -successor  (n) = 2n, 
no t ----- l e f t - successor  (n) ---- 2n + 1, 
no~ = reset  (n) = 1. 
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The reset transformation establishes a link from every cell in the graph to the root 
cell 1. The reader should compare this tree graph with that of the previous example 
(Fig. 2). 
~u 
( 
FIG. 3. Binary tree with reset. 
I , i / 
FiG. 4. 
)44 
Two-dimensional  quadrant. 
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4. Another Example 
The graphs in the preceding two examples have many features in common. Both are 
binary tree structures, and both have been presented with the natural numbers denoting 
their cell sets. Moreover, the binary tree with reset has only total link-transformations, 
while the binary tree with predecessor has only one link-transformation which is not 
total, and that transformation has but one singular point. Lest the reader draw 
inferences from these fortuitous coincidences, we now present a data graph with 
substantially different properties, the two-dimensional quadrant graph. This graph is 
portrayed in Fig. 4. 
transformations: 
tions on P: 
EXAMPLE 3.3 
cell set: The set of cells is denoted by the set of integers P = {2"3 u I x, y ~> 0}. 
The four link-types are presented by the following transforma- 
nau = up-move (n) = 3n, 
naa = down-move (n) ----- n/3, 
nat --~ r ight-move (n) ~-- 2n, 
nat = left-move (n). = n/2. 
In this case our presentation is simplified by using P rather than N to denote the cell 
set, although any infinite set will do (modulo changing the transformations). Both 
down-move and left-move are undefined at an infinite number of cells, although 
fortuitously they are simultaneously undefined only at the "origin" of the graph. 
With this graph to contrast with the previous two, the reader can hone his intuition 
for the sequel. 
B. Formal Development 
A data graph is specified as an ordered pair 
F = (c, A), 
where (a) C is a countable set of data cells, (b) A is a finite set of partial transformations 
of C, the atomic link transformations, subject o the following condition: (c) For all c, 
d ~ C, there is a transformation ~ e A 9 such that c~ = d. Condition (c) is the formal 
statement of the strong connectivity axiom. 
Notation. As an aid to the reader, we establish the following notational conventions. 
Elements of C will be denoted by lower-ease italic letters. Elements of A will be denoted 
by (possibly subscripted) lower-case Greek letters, hopefully with mnemonic value, 
with the following exceptions: (a) ~, 7/, and ~ will be used to denote lements of AT; 
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(b) r will be used only as an operator as in "AT"; (c) ~ and 0 (possibly subscripted) will 
denote only special types of functions, defined in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. 
In a rough sense, elements of A denote length one paths in _P, while elements of A 9 
denote paths of arbitrary length (including 0 since lc ~ A~). However, the reader 
should not assume aone-to-one correspondence between sequences ofatomic links and 
elements of A T. Such a correspondence arises only when one considers A*, the 
(relation-) free monoid generated by A. In A 9 paths which are coterminal re identified; 
that is, A 9 is the collection of all distinct ransformations generated by sequences of A, 
regardless of the fact that a given transformation may have several "names". In Fig. 2, 
for example, the paths a~zr (right-successor, predecessor) and 1~ (no move) always 
have the same effect; that is, they effect he same transformation N; therefore, they 
are identified in A T. For the purposes of our investigation, such identifications are 
essential. Since the distinction between "path" and "transformation" will not be made 
explicit in the sequel, the reader should bear this distinction in mind. 
To give the flavor of the arguments in the main part of this report, we present a
simple result about data graphs. This result differs from later ones in that it deals with 
A* and not with A ~. 
A data graph F = (C, A) has closed neighborhoods if, for every c ~ C and every 
~ A c3 V(c) (--~ every atomic transformation defined on c), there is a/~ ~ A such that 
cA~ -- c. tn other words, one can travel around the neighborhood of any cell without 
leaving the neighborhood. 
Associated with any data graph/~ is a natural distance measure dr which maps every 
pair of cells into a number, the length of the shortest path from the first cell to the 
second. (Strong connectivity of F guarantees totality of dr .) More precisely, for all 
c ~ C, dr(c, c) : 0 (since lc ~ A*), and for all c, c' ~ C 
dr(c, c') = t~n[3A1 ..... h,, c A, ca1 "'" h, = c'], 
where/~ here denotes the minimalization operator of recursive function theory. 
For the analysis of certain algorithms, it is useful to use various properties of dr.  
The analysis is often simplified when dr is a metric; that is, the following three condi- 
tions obtain: 
(i) dr(c, c) = O, 
(ii) dr(c, c') =- dr(c', c), 
(iii) dr(c, c') ~ dr(c, c") + dr(c", c') (Triangle inequality) 
The following result characterizes metric graphs: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let F = (C, A) be a data graph. The measure dr is a metric if, 
and only if, F has closed neighborhoods. 
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Proof. By definition of dr, conditions (i) and (iii) hold automatically. To establish 
the proposition we need, thus, consider only condition (ii) which asserts the symmetry 
of dr. 
Assume, therefore, that dr is symmetric. Let c be an arbitrary data cell, and let A 
be any element of A n V(c) such that cA ~ c. By strong connectivity A exists since F 
can have no "sinks". Under these conditions, dr(c, cA) = 1; by the symmetry of dr,  
dr(cA, c) = 1 also. Since c and A were arbitrary, it now follows from the definition of 
dr that F has closed neighborhoods. 
Assume, conversely, that F has closed neighborhoods. Let c be an arbitrary data cell, 
and let A1 ,..., A n be arbitrary elements of A such that A 1 6 V(c) and Ai+ 1 6 V(cA 1 "" A~) 
(i e {1,..., n -- 1}). By assumption, for each k ~ {2,., n}, there is a t~k ~ A such that 
(CA 1 "'" Ak_l) Ak~ k --- CA 1 "'" Ak_ 1 and there is a /z 1 ~ A such that CAlp/- 1 = C. Thus 
(ch~ "" An)(/-~n "'" t~)---C. Since c and the A i were arbitrary, it follows that, for all 
c, c' ~ C, dr(d, c) ~ dr(c, c'). By symmetry, the result obtains. 
One easily verifies that the binary tree with predecessor (Fig. 2) has closed neigh- 
borhoods while the binary tree with reset (Fig. 3) does not. 
C. Related Mathematical Work 
The notion of a set coupled with a semigroup of transformations has been studied 
extensively in the theory of representations of semigroups. In this context, our model 
is known as a finitely generated transitive partial operand. The interested reader is 
referred to the comprehensive presentation of Clifford and Preston [1, pp. 250f  f] .  
for an introduction to this topic. In view of the drastically differing points of departure 
of the present study and the work reported by Clifford and Preston, it is not surprising 
that the results obtained have little overlap. However, our Proposition 5.2 does appear 
in their book as does a result similar, but not identical to Theorem 5.10. 
4. REALIZATIONS OF DATA GRAPHS 
This section is devoted to specifying two properties of data graphs which can be 
studied in the present context. These properties arise from considering the problem 
of realizing data graphs in a random access memory. 
Preliminary to our detailed discussion, we must emphasize two points. First, the 
properties delimited in this section were chosen (a) because they appear to be of 
sufficient practical consequence to warrant independent study; and (b) because they are 
representatives of the class of properties of data structures which depend solely on 
structural uniformities in the underlying data graphs. Second, the emphasis of the 
current investigation is on gaining conceptual understanding of the selected properties. 
No attempt is made to develop acollection of tools for realizing data graphs (although 
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the proofs in the sequel are constructive r lative to the solvability of various problems 
concerning the monoids discussed). In particular, all questions of efficiency are beyond 
the scope of the current study. 
A. Preliminary Development 
Within our framework, a realization of a data graph in a random access memory can 
be viewed in the following simple manner. Let A denote the address space of the 
memory, i.e., the set of addresses. A realization of a data graph (C, A) in A comprises 
(a) an assignment of a unique address (or memory location) to each cell c ~ C, and 
(b) a mechanism (function) for determining, from the address a e A of a cell c ~ C 
and a transformation ~ c 7(c), the address of cell c~. 
The reader will recognize that, in any practical situation, there are numerous 
constraints on "admissible" realizations. These constraints arise from two main sources 
which are related. First, the address pace of a computer isnot a set devoid of structure; 
in fact, it is itself a data graph with the link transformations supplied by an "instruction 
counter" or some similar device. Second, a programmer would normally admit for 
consideration only "simple", or efficiently implementable functions as mechanisms for 
finding the address of c~: from that of c. However, such external constraints are often 
subjective and are usually peculiar to particular computing environments. They are 
not, therefore, germane to our primary goal, namely to determine how the structure 
of a data graph can affect possible ways of implementing the graph in a computer. 
For this reason, our development ignores all external constraints. 
Our informal notion of realization can be further simplified if the mechanism for 
obtaining the address of c~ is independent of c (hence, of the address of c). Since every 
data graph admits such a realization (Proposition 4.2), this type of realization will be 
the starting point of our development. 
DEVINITION 4.1. Let [ '  = (C, A) be a data graph, and let A be a set with 
#C <~ #A.  A realization of F in A is a pair of mappings <r, p) where 
(1) r maps C one-one into A; 
(2) p is a monoid homomorphism apping A 9 one-to-one into A IA) (the set of 
partial transformations of A). Thus, (lc)p : IA , and, for s e, 7/e A', (~)p = (~p)(.qp). 
The pair <r, p) must satisfy the following two conditions for all c ~ C and A ~ A: 
(i) ch e C iff (cr)(Ap) e Cr; 
(ii) if A e V(c), then (ch)r = (cr)(hp). 
Note. According to this definition, if <r, p) realizes P = (C, A), then (Cr, Ap) 
is isomorphic to F. This assures that structural properties of a realization depend only 
on structural properties of the data graph realized. 
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Before discussing special types of realizations, we establish certain basic properties 
of realizations on which the sequel depends. 
Perhaps the most basic property to exhibit is that any data graph can be realized. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Any data graph F = (C, A) is realizable in any set A with 
#A >~ #C. 
Proof. Let r be an arbitrary injection of C into A, and let O be defined by 
~p = r-l~r. The reader will easily verify that (r, p) is a realization of F in A. 
It will often be useful in the sequel to assume that r maps C onto A. As one would 
readily guess, this can always be done if #C = #A. We say a realization (r, p) is total 
if r maps C one-to-one onto A. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let I ~ = (C, A) be a data graph, and let A be a set with 
#C = #A.  Any realization of F in A can be transformed into a total realization. 
Proof. Let (r, p) be a realization of /"  in A. By hypothesis, #C = #Cr ~- #A.  
Letting h be any one-to-one map of Cr onto A, one easily verifies that (r', p') is a total 
realization of F in A where 
(1) r' = rh, 
(2) for each ~: ~ A', s~p ' = h-l(~p)h. 
B. Realization by Relative Addressing 
As one readily discovers in Ref. [2, Chap. 2], numerous techniques for realizing data 
graphs have been developed, each having unique advantages and disadvantages. 
While most methods of realization can be used with arbitrary data graphs, certain ones 
require various uniformities in the structure of the graph. The remainder of this section 
is devoted to discussing two techniques of limited applicability. 
Perhaps the most familiar technique for implementing graphs such as arrays and 
trees is the method of "sequential llocation" [2, pp. 296 ft.], or, as we shall designate 
it, relative addressing. Informally, this technique amounts to specifying a base address 
and representing the addresses of the various cells in the graph as displacements from 
this base address. Knuth illustrates this technique using finite arrays. We present 
another example using the binary tree with predecessor depicted in Fig. 2. As we now 
recognize, the "specification" of this data graph presented in Section 3 was, strictly 
speaking, a realization of the graph in the set N of natural numbers. Employing 
Church's well-known lambda notation for functions, the mapping pwas specified to be: 
c~p = hn[2n], 
~p = An[2n + 1], 
~rp = An[[n/2]]. 
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We shall now show that this realization (r is implicit from the figure) can be viewed 
as a realization of the graph by relative addressing: 
base address: The base address is 1. 
displacements: For any cell c ~ C, let r = % "'" oJ,~ be the (unique) sequence of 
~r's and az's which describes a path from the root of the tree to c. Note that Ce is 
null if c is the root. For example, if cr = 5, then ~:~ = ~,a L . Now for each such ~,  
define I ~:c I as follows: 
(i) If  ~:c is null, then I ~:c I = 0. 
(ii) For any ~:~ (~r, az}*, 
lr =21r 
]r zl =2]~]+2.  
The displacement of c e C is then t ~:~ t. One easily verifies that, for each c e C, 
cr = 1 q- [~:~ }. Thus, the address of a celt can be uniquely expressed as the pair 
(1, ~e} or, more generally, as a pair (base address, displaeem~t). 
The technique of realization by relative addressing enjoys several practical advan- 
tages. First, the mechanism for traversing a graph so realized tends to be simple and 
to require little overhead for "bookkeeping." Second, the "cost" of effecting transi- 
tions in the graph is often more uniform than with techniques using "chaining," 
and, in many practical situations, this cost is uniformly low. Finally, with "full" graphs 
such as nonsparse arrays and full trees, this technique tends to be more conservative 
of storage than its competitors. However, the technique suffers at least two basic 
drawbacks. It tends to be wasteful of storage when applied to graphs which are not 
"full;" and it tends to be inflexible--minor changes in the data graph may necessitate 
a totally different scheme for calculating displacements. Thus, the technique is most 
appropriate in implementing algorithms which change only the data items in the 
structure and leave the linkages unaltered. 
In view of the interest in relative addressing as a practical implementing technique, 
it is a fitting candidate for a property to study in our model. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let (r, p) be a realization of a data graph/1 = (C, A) in a set A. 
We say (r, p) is a realization by relative addressing (an ra-realization) if the following 
condition obtains: There exist 
(i) a designated base address a o ~ Cr, and 
(ii) a bijeetive t (=  one-to-one onto) displacement function 
8: C---,. {o~ ~ A'p l aooJ ~ Cr} = 0 
x Actually, we need only require that 8 be onto; its being one-to-one will then follow from 
the fact that r is one-to-one. 
57r/5/3-2 
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such that, for all c ~ C, 
cr = a0(c3 ).
By analogy with Knuth's example of finite arrays and our example of binary trees, 
one can fruitfully view 3 as exposing a "coordinate system" for a data graph, in terms 
of the accessing functions. Our notion of relative addressing is a straightforward 
generalization f this informal notion. 
C. Relocatable Realizations 
In specifying a realization (r, p) of a data graph, the mapping p is usually heavily 
dependent on the mapping r. Even with ra-realizations, this dependence is often in 
evidence. Although verification of these assertions requires the development in later 
sections, the first assertion is at least exemplified by the expression, "~:p = r-l~r, '' 
in the proof of Proposition 4.2. A practical consequent of this dependence is that 
relocations of data graphs (= changes in r) engendered by alterations of programs 
quite often necessitate concomitant changes in p. At best such changes are annoying; 
at worst, they can be exceedingly time-consuming. (Consider searching through along 
program to catch every instance of a p which must be changed.) One often encounters 
data graphs which admit "relocatable realizations," that is, realizations in which 
the dependence ofp on r is sufficiently loose so that p is insensitive to relocations of 
the data graph in the memory. This situation is best illustrated by an example. 
Consider the data graph depicted in Fig. 4. As we noted previously, the "specifica- 
tion" of this positive quadrant graph in Section 3 is, in reality, a realization of the graph 
in the set P = {2~3 u I x, y >~ 0}. The mapping p is specified by 
aup = An[3n], 
trap = An[n~3], 
a~p = An[2n], 
alp = An[n/2], 
using Church's lambda notation. 
Letting r be the injection of C into P specified implicitly in the figure, define, for 
each pair of integers, m, n ~ 0, the mapping r,~n :C- -~ P by: for c ~ C, Crmn---- 
2'~3n(cr). One easily verifies that each (rmn , p) is again a realization of the graph in P. 
Thus one can, in effect, specify the address of the origin of the quadrant at will, without 
any change to p. The fact that, in this example, C is infinite raises some interesting 
practical points which will be discussed briefly in Section 7. 
The notion of relocatable r alization just exemplified is the second property we shall 
study within the current framework. 
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DEVlNITION 4.5. A data graph/ '  = (C, A) is re locatab le  in a set A with #C = #A 
if the following condition obtains. There is a cell c o 6 C and an injection Po : A* -+ A~) 
such that, for each a ~ A there is a mapping r, : C -+ A satisfying 
(i) Cor a = a, 
(ii) ( ra ,  P0) is a realization of/~ in A. 
While the formalities of the definition are a bit complicated, the underlying idea 
is quite s imple . / '  is relocatable in A if there is a mapping of the link transformations 
of/~ which is insensitive to relocations within A of some designated cell o f / i  
The interested reader can verify that the data graphs of Figs. 2, 4-6, and 9 are all 
relocatable while those of the remaining Figures are not. 
I 
" "  p P P 
,1" - k "'" 
FIC. 5. Ladder structure. 
k k 
FIG. 6. Linear List. 
With the minimal goals of the paper thus defined, we now turn to a study of 
structural uniformities of data graphs. Rather than motivate the sequel solely in terms 
of these goals, we attempt o indicate alternative motivation for the development. 
5. ADDRESSABLE DATA GRAPHS 
One way to simplify the task of implementing an algorithm is to systematize the 
handling of data structures o as to minimize bookkeeping activities. A first step in 
this direction is to utilize the notion of data graph as an abstraction from data struc- 
tures. This abstraction eliminates explicit reference to data items, admits uniform 
treatment of structurally similar graphs, and facilitates changing the number of nodes 
in particular structures by viewing smaller structures as "prefixes" of possibly infinite 
ones. We now consider a second step in systematizing the handling of complex data. 
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As our model is currently formulated, two sets must be dealt with, the cell set and 
the transformation set. It is reasonable to assume that, since most algorithms involve 
traversing data graphs, it is fruitless to seek methods which avoid explicit reference 
to the names of the link-transformations. However, it might well be useful to present 
techniques which obviate the necessity for an explicit nomenclature for the set of data 
cells. One way to accomplish this is to refer to the data cells, in some way, by the names 
of transformations. These latter names are often easy to obtain from the names of 
the atomic link transformations, and (if names are assigned judiciously) they can aid 
in the analysis, as well as the implementation, of algorithms by exposing the accessing 
structure of the data graph. The reader will note that the familiar binary-string labeling 
of binary trees and the conventional subscript-labeling of arrays are both instances of 
the suggested naming strategy. A further application of such naming arises when one 
wishes to design a computer whose memory implements a particular data graph. In 
the last case, the nomenclature sought represents the addressing structure of the 
machine. The remainder of the paper is concerned with relationships between 
structural properties of data graphs and addressing schemes for those graphs. 
A. A Minimal Notion of Addressing 
We present a primitive notion of addressing and discuss its inadequacies. Our final 
notion of addressing will be shaped by this discussion. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let/"  ---- (C, A) be a data graph. A naming scheme for / ' i s  a total 
function 
v: C--~ A ~ 
such that (1) v is one-to-one (that is, every cell gets a unique name, and every name 
denotes a unique cell); (2) 3c 0EC, Cov=lc ;  (3) for all c, d~C and A~A if 
dv = (ev)A, then cA = d. (We term property (3) consistency.) 
The notion of a naming scheme is too general to be useful from either a theoretical 
or practical viewpoint. Three main objections can be raised: 
(a) The notion cannot be used to isolate structural properties of data graphs. 
This is seen from the following easily verified result. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Every data graph admits a naming scheme. 
Thus, to study structural properties of graphs one must introduce special classes 
of naming schemes. Fruitful directions for specialization are suggested by the 
remaining objections. 
(b) Our intuitive notion of addressing includes the hope that addressing schemes 
might simplify the process of traversing a data graph by employing a simple reference 
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to the A'-multiplication table to obtain the address of cell cA from that of cell c. Even 
this table lookup might be avoided in certain cases; for example, if one employs 
the binary string labeling of trees (as we did in Section 4B), addresses can be calculated 
by simple manipulation of the string labels. However, such computational dvantages 
of addressing accrue only when the equation (ch)v = (cv)h holds for all h and c ~ A(A). 
This need not be the case with naming schemes. Consider for example, the graph of 
Fig. 3 with c o as the root of the tree (the cell named 1), and let v assign to node n 
the (unique) product ~r n of successors such that l~r~ = n. Obviously, this informally 
describes a naming scheme. Now, for each node n, n~ = 1; however, for every node 
n =/: 1, (nco)v ~ 1N =/= rr~oJ ~-- (nv)~o. Thus, this naming scheme is of limited computa- 
tional value in traversing this graph. 
(c) The final objection, which is closely related to the first two, arises in gene- 
rating a naming scheme for a graph. In general, even after one has chosen a c o , one 
can generate arbitrarily many naming schemes which bear little or no relationship 
to one another. Needless to say, this nonuniqueness is proliferated by the fact that c o 
can be chosen arbitrarily. 
B. Addressing Schemes 
We now introduce the concept of addressability. This concept, which is the basis 
for our investigation, is shown not to be open to the last two objections raised in the 
previous subsection. Moreover, the ensuing development indicates that the present 
notion does isolate interesting structural properties of data graphs, thus avoiding the 
first raised objection also. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let F ---- (C, A) be a data graph. An addressing scheme for F is 
a total function 
~: C--+ A 9 
such that (1) 3c o~C,cos=lc ;  (2) for a l lhEAandc~A(h) ,  
(cA)~ = (c~)A. 
We say that/~ is addressable if it admits an addressing scheme. 
It is not difficult to extend clause (2) in the above definition to composite link 
transformations. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let F ~-- (C, A) have addressing scheme ~. For all c ~ C and 
~ A T, if c E d(0  , then (c~)c~ = (c~)~. 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward induction which we present only to familia- 
rize the reader with the manipulation of data graphs. 
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Let A 0 = {lc}, and for each natural number n, let 
An=A,_ tU{~E3A1 .... , A, ~ A, ~ = At "" An}. 
Obviously, A" = U,~>oAn. 
By definition, the proposition holds for ~ ~ A o u A t . Assume, therefore, that the 
result is valid for ~ ~ A , ,  and let ~ be an element of A~+ t . There is obviously a ~ ~ A~ 
and a h ~ A such that 7 /= {:A. For arbitrary c ~ A(~) we therefore have 
(c~/)~ = (c{:A)~ ~- ((c~)A)~ = ((c~)~)h (by definition) 
= ((ca)~)h (by induction) 
= (c )O 
= 
and the induction is extended. 
Henceforth, such inductions will be left to the reader. 
The following structural characterization f addressable data graphs affords a power- 
ful tool for deriving properties of addressing schemes. The characterization depends 
on the notion of a root. 
DEFINITION 5.5. A data graph F --~ (C, A) is rooted if there is a cell c o ~ C such 
that, for all {:, ,1 e V(co) , ~ = ~/whenever c0~ z c0~7. co is called a root of / ' .  
Informally, c o is a root of /"  if any relations on link transformations that hold at c o 
hold throughout the graph. In other words, there is a unique transformation i / "  from 
a root to any other node. 
It is not difficult to show that there is neither an upper nor a lower bound on the 
number of roots in a data graph. We substantiate this claim only by example. The 
positive assertions are readily verified. The negative ones are verified in the next 
subsection. 
(a) The binary tree with reset (Fig. 3) has no root. 
(b) The binary tree with predecessor (Fig. 2) and the 2-dimensional quadrant 
graph (Fig. 4) each has a unique root, at the "root" and "origin", respectively. 
(c) The ladder structure now defined has precisely two roots (this obviously 
generalizes to any fixed finite number of roots, see Fig. 5): 
cell set: C is denoted by the set N • (0, 1} where N denotes 
the natural numbers. 
transformations: The elements of A are denoted by 
the following three transformations: 
(n, m)p = r ight -move ((n, m)) = (n + 1, m), 
(n, m)A = le f t -move ((n, m)) ---- (n -- 1, m), 
(n, m)4 ~- fl ip (<n, m)) = <n, m + l(mod 2)). 
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(d) The linear list now defined is rooted at every cell and thus has an infinitude 
of roots (see Fig. 6): 
cell set: C is denoted by the set Z of integers. 
transformations: The elements of A are denoted as follows: 
zp = r ight -move (z )  = z + 1, 
z?, = le f t -move (z )  = z - -  1. 
Lest the reader infer that the totality of the link transformations in a linear list, 
or even the fact that A 9 is a group, suffices to insure rootedness, we present one final 
example: 
(e) The permutation graph now defined has no root (see Figure 7): 
cell set: C will be denoted by {1, 2, 3}. 
transformations: The elements of A are denoted as follows: 
1h I = 1, 1A z = 3, IA 3 = 2, 
2A 1 =3,  2A 2 =2,  213 = 1, 
3h 1 = 2, 3A~ = 1, 3A 3 = 3. 
~2 
)' 3 
FIG. 7. Permutation graph. 
The import of the notion of rootedness i in the following theorem which character- 
izesLaddressable data graphs. 
THEOREM 5.6. A'data graph F = (C, A) is addressable if, and only if, it is rooted. 
Proof. 
(a) Assume first that _P is addressable via the addressing scheme O( and that 
COO( = i ]C  9 
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I f  Co~ = co7 / for some ~, n c V(co), then (Co~)~ = (c07/)~, since ~ is a function. How- 
ever, by Proposition 5.4, (Co~)~ = (Co~)~ = ~, and (Co~)C~ = (CoC07 / = 7/, whence ~ = 7/. 
Thus, c o is a root of F. 
(b) Assume conversely that c o ~ C is a root of 1". By definition of rootedness, for 
every c ~ C, there is a unique ~e ~ V(co) such that co~: c = c. We can, therefore, define 
a function c~ as follows: 
Vc c C ca = ~:~. 
Since F is strongly connected, ~ is total. The uniqueness of r given c, guarantees 
that ~ is a function and that c0e~ = lc .  Finally, c0(O ) = (co~)A for all ~ and 
with cA c V(co), so that (c~)~ = (c~)~ whenever c c A(A). Thus ~ is an addressing 
scheme, and the theorem is proved. 
An important corollary of this theorem is that addressability is a property of A T 
the monoid of transformations, and not of the particular set A of generators. A stronger 
version of this assertion can be formalized as follows: 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let F x = (C, Aa) and 1" 2 = (C, As) be data graphs such that A x" 
is a submonoid of Az" (qua monoids of transformations~). Any addressing scheme for 1" 3 is 
also an addressing scheme for 1"1. 
Proof. Under the hypothesis, if c~: = c~ for any c E C when ~:, 7/ are viewed as 
elements of A1 T, the same must be true when viewing ~, ~ as elements of As'. The 
proof is completed by appealing to the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. A number of applications of this corollary arise in the special ease where 
AIT = A2 9 (qua monoids of transformations). Consider, for example, the following 
efficiency-increasing alterations of data graphs. 
(a) I f  efficiency in traversing a data graph is of prime import, one may wish 
to incorporate certain composite link transformations into the set of atomic link 
transformations, thus making them single step moves. More precisely, 1"' = (C, A') 
is a shortcut version of 1" = (C, A) if A' = A w A", where A" is a finite subset of A T. 
The corollary asserts that F and F '  are always addressable by the same addressing 
schemes. 
(b) I f  economy of representation is of prime import, one may wish to eliminate 
as many atomic link-transformations a  possible from A without altering the aecessi- 
bilities in the graph. F = (C, A) is a compressed version of 1"' = (C, A') if A' - -  A _C A'. 
Again, the corollary asserts that 1" and 1"' share the same set of addressing schemes. 
2 Whenever we refer to "semigroups," "monoids," or "groups" in the sequel, the reader 
should understand the qualifying phrase, "of transformations." 
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Any practical use of "addressing" requires the introduction of a so-called name- 
space, i.e., a mechanism for referring to specific data cells. In our context, the name 
space could well be any subset of A* which contains a unique representative of every 
element of Ca. (This is what usually occurs in practice.) With respect o such name 
spaces, the previous discussion must be interpreted as saying that the changes 
mentioned leave addressing schemes invariant only modulo choices of representatives 
of the transformations involved. Indeed all of our results should be read in this spirit, 
save those concerning realizations. 
The previous corollary asserts that addressability of data graphs is hereditary 
downward to subgraphs. Unfortunately, addressability is not hereditary upward. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. There exist data graphs 1" 1 = (C, A 0 and 1"2 = (C, A2) with 
AI* a submonoid of As" such that 1"1 is addressable while 1"2 is not. 
Although a formal proof of the proposition must be deferred to the next subsection, 
we present an example which the interested reader can verify. Let 1"1 be the binary tree 
with predecessor f Fig. 2, and let 1"2 be the same data graph with a reset ransformation 
(i.e., A a = A 1 L) {reset}). 1"i is easily seen to be addressable; on the other hand, it will 
emerge in the next subsection that no data graph with a reset ransformation is address- 
able (unless #C = 1). 
Using Theorem 5.6, we can substantiate our implicit assertion that the notion of 
addressing scheme is a specialization of the notion of naming scheme. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Every addressing scheme is a naming scheme. 
Proof. A comparison of the definitions of the two notions indicates that we must 
establish that every addressing scheme is (a) one-to-one and (b) consistent. 
Consider, therefore, a data graph F = (C, A) with root c o and associated addressing 
scheme a (i.e., c# ~ l c). 
(a) As in the proof of Theorem 5.6, for each c ~ C, let r be the (unique) trans- 
formation with c0~: c = c. By Proposition 5.4, 
ca  = (Cor176 = (Coa)~o = r  
Since every element of A ~ is a function, eo~:r is a unique cell, whence a is one-to-one. 
(b) To establish consistency, note first that if ~ ~ ~/~ ~ V(c), then ~ ~ V(c~) 
[by definition of functional composition]. Assume that, for some c, d E C, 
and h ~ A, ca = (da)h. Since (da) ~ V(c0) and (ca) = (da)?~  V(c0), we must have 
A EV(c0(da))= V(d). The definition of addressability ensures, therefore, that 
(d~)a = (da);~ = ca. Since c~ is one-to-one, e = d~, and ~ is consistent. 
By definition, the notion of addressability overcomes objection (b) of the previous 
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subsection. (This is strengthened in Proposition 5.4.) Thus, the naming schemes 
consonant with the notion of addressing do afford one some computational dvantages 
in accessing nodes in the data graph. 
We now show that the notion of addressability also avoids objection (c). In particular, 
we prove that any two addressing schemes for the same data graph are very intimately 
related. 
THEOREM 5.10. Let F = (C, A) be an addressable data graph. The addressing 
scheme for I" is unique up to translation. 
A more precise statement of Theorem 5.10 would be: 
THEORFM 5.10'. Let a and ~ be two addressing schemes for F = (C, A). There is 
a unique ~ ~ A" such that for all c ~ C, ca -~ r 
Proof. Say c0a -~ lc and d0/3 ----- lc for Co, d o ~ C. For arbitrary c~ C, we have 
c3=~ iff doT----c iff (c0(d0a)) ~ ~-c0((d0a)~ - -c  
i f f  ca  = (d0a) . 
Since c was arbitrary, the theorem follows, with e = doa. 
The proof of Theorem 5.10 indicates that distinct addressing schemes can arise only 
from distinct roots. 
COROLLARY 5.11. The set of addressing schemes of a data graph F is in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set of roots of I'. 
Since data graphs such as those of Figs. 2 and 4 arise so commonly in applications, 
the following special case deserves explicit mention. 
COROLLARY 5.12. I f  F is singly-rooted, then I" is uniquely addressable. 
In Section 5D, we consider properties of the set of roots of/" at some length. 
We now prove a result which indicates that the notion of addressability represents 
the attainment of our first goal. The result asserts that the class of addressable data 
graphs is precisely the set of graphs which can be realized by relative addressing. This 
result attests that our notion of addressing scheme overcomes objection (a) to naming 
schemes as well as (b) and (c). 
THEOREM 5.13. A data graph is ra-realizable if and only if it is addressable. 
Proof. We consider a data graph F = (C, A) and a set A with #C ~ #A. 
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(A) Assume first that F has addressing scheme a. Let h be an arbitrary injection 
of Ca into A. Given h define the maps r: C -+ A and p: A ~ ~ A IA) as follows: 
(i) For each c ~ C, cr = (ca)h; that is, r = ah. 
(ii) For each ~ e A ~, ~p = h-X~h. 
We first show that (r, p) realizes/" in A, then that it is a ra-realization. 
Clearly, both r and p are one-to-one: 
(1) Say, for c ~ C and A e A, that A E V(c). Then 
(c r )0p)  = ( (ca)h)0 -1)`h)  = ((ca))`)h = ((~)`)a)h ~ (Ca)h  = cr .  
(2) Say, conversely, that (cr)()`p) e Cr. Then, as above 
(cr)()`p) : -  ((ca))`)h e Cr  = (Ca)h.  
Thus, (ca)), e Ca. By consistency of addressability (Proposition 5.9), we conclude that 
c)`~ C. 
(3) Finally, if)` ~ V(c), then 
(c )` ) r  = ( (c )` )a )h  = ((ca))`)h = ((ca)(hh-~))`)h = ((ca)h)(h-X)`h) 
= (~r )Op) .  
Thus, (r, p) realizes/" in .//. 
(4) Now let a 0 = (lc)h, and let 8 = ap. Clearly, a oe  Cr. By definition of r, 
= (C~)p. 
Finally, for each c ~ C, 
cr = (co~)h = (lc)hh-l(cot)h = ao((Ca)p ) = ao(C8 ). 
Thus <r, p) is a ra-realization, as was claimed. 
(B) Conversely, let (r, p) be a ra-realization of F with base address a o and 
displacement function 8. 
Consider the cell c o = ao r-1 E C. Let ~:, ~/be arbitrary elements of V(co) such that 
Co~ = CoW 
Now, (Co~)r = (cor)((p) ----- ao(~p), and (Co~)r = (Cor)@p) = ao(~p); therefore, 
(i) both ao(~p) and ao(~p ) are in Cr, 
(ii) no(@) = no@p). 
Since ~ is a surjection, one can infer from (i), 
(iii) ~c ,d~C,c~=~pandd3:~p.  
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From our choice of c o and the definition of 8, it follows that 
(Co{)r ~- ao({p) = ao(C3 ) = cr (iv) 
whence 
(v) Co~ = c, or, equivalently, (Co~)8 = ~:p. 
Similarly, 
(vi) co, / = d, or, equivalently, (eo~)3 = ~/p. 
Since c0~: = cot [by assumption], and since 8 is a function, we conclude immediately 
that sep ----- ~p. Therefore, ~: = ~ since p is one-to-one. 
We have thus shown c o = ao r-1 to be a root of F, and the theorem is proved. 
Thus the basic notion of addressability is equivalent to realizability of a data graph 
by relative addressing. 
C. Prerequisites for Addressability 
Our first necessary condition for addressability is immediate from the definition 
of root. Let /~ = (C, A) be a data graph. We say a cell c E C has a nontrivial loop if, 
for some ~: ~ A ~ -- {1}, e~ = c. 
PROPOSITION 5.14. A cell c is a root of a data graph F = (C, A) only if c has no 
nontrivial loop. 
We can make four immediate applications of Proposition 5.14: 
1. The data graph of Fig. 7 is not addressable. 
Proof. Each cell has a nontrivial oop and cannot, therefore, be a root. 
2. The binary tree of Fig. 2 is uniquely addressable. 
Proof. I f  c is any cell of the tree other than the "root," then c has either 7ra, or war 
as a nontrivial oop. 
3. The positive quadrant graph of Fig. 4 is uniquely addressable. 
4. The ladder structure of Fig. 5 admits precisely two addressing schemes. 
The proofs of the last two assertions are analogous to that of Application 2 with 
the roots being "1" for Fig. 4 and "(1, 0)" and "(1, 1)" for Fig. 5. 
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It is not difficult to show that possession of a cell with no nontrivial oops does not 
imply addressability. Consider, for example the following graph: 
cell set: C is denoted by {0, 1, 2,...}; 
transformations: nA 1 = 2n + 1; 
2n, if n =fi 0, 
nA2 = 1, if n=0;  
nA a --  In~2], if n =/= 0. 
One easily verifies (cf., Application 2) that the cell denoted 0 is the unique element 
of C having no nontrivial loop. However, 0A 1 = 012 = 1 while A 1 =/: A 2 . Thus this 
graph affords the desired example. 
The second consequence of addressability has numerous corollaries, each widely 
applicable. 
THEOREM 5.15. Let /" = (C, A) be an addressable data graph with root c o . For 
every nonempty ~ ~ A',  there exist ~7, ~ E A" such that ~ = 1. Moreover, i f  c o e A(~), 
then ~7 can be chosen to be 1 ; i f  c o ~ C~, then ~ can be chosen to be 1. 
Proof. Since {: is nonempty, there is some c E A(~:); by strong connectivity, there is 
a ~0 ~ A" such that @~o = Co. Now choose ~9 = ca and ~ = ~0, and invoke Proposi- 
tion 5.14. 
It is obvious from Fig. 7 that the condition of Theorem 5.15 is not sufficient for 
addressability: If A" is a group (as it is in the cited example), the condition of the 
theorem is certainly satisfied. 
We now list, without proof, some of the more germane corollaries of the theorem. 
Let F be as in the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.16. For every nonempty ~ ~ A T, #A(~) = #C~ ~- #C.  In particular, 
i f  C is finite, ~ must be total and onto, hence a permutation. I f C is infinite, ~ must have 
infinite domain and range. 
It follows immediately from Corollary 5.16 that any data graph (with more than one 
cell) which has a reset ransformation is not addressable. This affords direct verification 
of the nonaddressability of the binary tree of Fig. 3 and the augmented binary tree 
described in the proof of Proposition 5.8. 
COROLLARY 5.17. Every ~ ~ V(c0) is one-to-one and total. Hence, at least one I ~ A 
is one-to-one and total. 
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Corollary 5.17 affords one a heuristic for determining rootedness of a graph. Any 
candidate for a root must belong to the set of potential _P-roots, 
Rr = {c e c I Vc' e c,  #(A c~ V(c)) ~< #(A c~ V(c'))}. 
Thus a root must be minimal in number of "out-edges." 
A second use of Corollary 5.17 is exemplified by its immediate verification of the 
unique-rootedness of the graphs of Figs. 2 and 4. 
In analogy with Corollary 5.17, we have 
COROLLARY 5.18. Every ~ E A" with c o ~ C~ is onto. Hence, at least one A ~ A is onto. 
Corollary 5.18 suggests a heuristic which is dual to that suggested by Corollary 5.17: 
A root must be minimal in number of "in-edges." 
For our next corollary we need the following notation: Let ~: be an element of A ". 
Then ~o = l c ,  and for i >~ 0, ~i+1 = ~i .  
COROLLARY 5.19. For all ~ ~ V(c0) , ~i = ~i+k fo r some integers i, k ~ 0 iff ~k = lc " 
Proof. We need establish only necessity. 
By the theorem, for each i ~> 0 there is an ~/6 A ~ such that ~i7/= 1. By hypothesis 
~i = ~i+~, whence ~+k~? = 1 also. Consider, therefore, the cell Co~i+k~. 
On the one hand, Co~i+k~ = Co(~i+k~)= c o . On the other hand, Co~i+k~ =
(Co~:k)(sei~) = c0s ek. By associativity, co = Co~:k; hence, by rootedness, ~:~= 1. The 
result follows. 
Thus, in addressable data graphs, every total transformation generates either 
a cyclic group (for some k > 1, ~:l~ = lc) or an infinite cyclic semigroup (for no 
i, h =7(= i is ~:i = ~k). Of course, in finite graphs the former situation must obtain. 
COROLLARY 5.20. (An  V(c0) )" _C Ca. 
This last corollary asserts that Ca contains the submonoid of A T generated by the 
atomic link-transformations defined at the root. In general, equality does not hold. 
D. Structure of Address Spaces 
I f  F = (C, A) is a data graph with addressing scheme a, then we refer to the set 
Ca C A" as the address pace of F. This subsection is devoted to investigating properties 
of address spaces which lend insight into the nature of addressability. The 
derived properties may also prove useful in analyzing data graphs occurring in 
algorithms. 
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Our first result asserts that address paces are not devoid of structure and that a data 
graph has at most one such space. 
THEOREM 5.21. Let 1" -- (C, A) be a data graph with addressing scheme a: 
(a) Ca is precisely the set of total transformations in A ~. 
(b) Ca is a submonoid of A'.  
(c) I f  ~' is any other addressing scheme for F, then Ca' -- Ca. 
The proof is omitted since it follows immediately from previous results. 
The structure of address paces also gives us a handle on the set of all roots of an 
addressable data graph. 
THEOREM 5.22. Let /1 = (C, A) be a data graph with addressing scheme oL, and 
let c o be an arbitrary root of P. Let g? denote the maximal submonoid of Ca which is a 
group. The set of all roots of 1" is precisely the set Cog? = {CoW I ~o ~ ~2}. 
Proof. Note first that ~2 always exists since lc ~ Ca. 
(a) Say that 1" has roots c and d =/= c. There must, by Theorem 5.15, be total 
transformations ~,7/E Ca such that c~ = d and d~/= c. By rootedness, ~ = ~:  = 1, 
whence {~, ~}" is a submonoid of Cc~ which is a group. It follows that every root of 1" 
is a member of c0g?, where c o and Y2 are as in the theorem. 
(b) Conversely, let c o and ~Q be as in the theorem, and let ~o be an arbitrary 
element of g2. 
Choose arbitrary elements ~, ~/of A" which are both defined on CoO. Assume that 
(c0oJ)~ = (c0oJ)~/. Since c o is a root of 1", we must have w~ = co~. Now,/2 is a group, so/2 
contains an inverse oJ -1 of r It follows, therefore, that ~: = ~o-1(~o~) = ~o-1(~o~) = ~/. 
Thus, CoW is also a root of F. Since ~o was arbitrary, every element of CoD is a root of F, 
and the theorem follows. 
If Ca has more structure than that of a monoid, we can make even stronger assertions. 
Let ~ denote the empty (= nowhere defined) function. 
COROLLARY 5.23. I f  Ca is a group, then Ca = A ~ -- {~}. 
Proof. If  Ca is a group, then it is the g? of the theorem. Thus, CoD = C, and every 
element of C is a root of 1". By Corollary 5.17, therefore, every ~: ~ A 9 with nonempty 
domain must be total (since it is defined at a root). Theorem 5.21(a) then asserts that 
A" --  {q~} is a subset of Ca, and the result follows. 
In Section 6, we establish the converse of this corollary. 
Theorems 5.15 and 5.22 afford us a multifaceted characterization of singly-rooted 
data graphs. 
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THEOREM 5.24. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Proof: 
The following statements are equivalent: 
1" is singly-rooted. 
The only submonoid of Ca which is a group is {lc}. 
Ca --  {lc} is a subsemigroup of Ca. 
The root of 1" is not in the range of any total link-transformation save 1 c 9 
(a) --~ (b): Immediate from Theorem 5.22, since o~ 3& 1 implies coco :7~ c o . 
(b) ~ (c): Ca --  {1} can fail to be a subsemigroup of Ca only if there exist ~, 
9 / e Ca --  {1} such that ~:~7 = 1. In this situation, (~/~)~ = ~7(~:~/)~ = ~7~. Corollary 5.19 
then guarantees that ~/~ = 1. Thus {~, ~7} 9 is a submonoid of Ca, properly containing 
{1}, which is a group. 
(c) ~ (d): Let c o be a root of/ ' ,  and let c E C and ~ ~ Ca -- {1} be such that c~: = c o . 
Let ~7 = ca. By rootedness, c ~ c o , so that ~/~ Ca -- {1}. However, ~7~ = 1, so that 
Ca --  {1} is not a subsemigroup of Ca. 
(d) --+ (a): By Theorem 5.22, i f / "  is not singly-rooted, there must be a nonidentity 
total transformation linking every pair of distinct roots. 
The result is thus established. 
Theorem 5.24 yields a characterization f the set of roots o f / I  which supplements 
that of Theorem 5.22. 
COROLLARY 5.25. I f  C o iS a root of 11, then the set of all roots of 1" is (c0~ :-1 I ~ ~ Ca}. 
H.R. Strong noted the following corollary of the foregoing theorem: 
COROLLARY 5.26. 1" is singly- or multiply-rooted according as the cardinality of 
the set C -- C(Ca -- {I)) is 1 or O, respectively; i f  the cardinality is 1, then the sole 
element of the set is the root of I'. 
As a point of interest, we note the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.27. There are addressable data graphs whose address spaces are not 
finitely generated. 
Proof. Consider the data graph/"  described as follows (see Fig. 8): 
cell set: C is the set of nonnegative integers. 
transformations: A comprises the following three transformations: 
n~z = 2n + I, 
nar =2n,  if n~0,  
mr = [n/2], if n~0.  
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It is not difficult to verify that F is singly-rooted at cell 0 and that the address pace 
of F is precisely the set {1} w ~t{ar, ~r~}" = Ca. 
~r 
~r 
O'g ~ ' .  
FIc. 8. An addressable graph with infinitely generated address pace. 
For each integer m >7 0, consider the address ~/n  _ ~,,~. If 8,~ is not in each 
minimal set of generators of Ca, then it must be a product of elements of ~t{~r, ~}*- 
This is easily seen not to be the case. Since every ~:m must thus be in every minimal 
set of generators of Ca, Ca is not finitely generated. (This argument could be made 
rigorous, but this sketch should suffice.) 
It is often quite tedious to test even a simple data graph for addressability. Investi- 
gating the finite generability of address spaces is even more complicated. A special 
case of finitely generable address paces, which appears not to be uncommon, may be 
easier to detect than the general case. This case arises when Co~--(A (3 V(c0)) *, 
i.e., when all addresses are obtainable from the total atomic link transformations 
(cf, Corollary 5.20). We close this section with the observation that finite generability 
of address paces is a broader phenomenon than is this "atomic addressability." 
PROPOSITION 5.28. Atomic addressability is sufficient but not necessary for a data 
graph to have a finitely generated address pace. 
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Proof. It will suffice to exhibit an addressable but not atomically addressable data 
graph with finitely generated address pace. See Fig. 9. 
cell set: C=(2n3 mln,m>~0} 
transformatfons: A comprises the following three transformations. 
nO" ~ 6n,  
np= n/2, 
nrr = n/3. 
~ : ,' 
~ p 71" o" 7r o" ~r O" 
r P 
FIG. 9. Another  two-d imens iona l  quadrant .  
Comparing this data graph with the 2-dimensional quadrant graph of Fig. 4, we find 
the following identities: 
(a) o. = o.~a~ = o.rau, 
(b) p = o.~, 
(c )  = 
(d) % = ap, 
(e )  o., = 
Therefore, {a, p, 0r}" = {%, o.d, o.r, o.l} L By Corollary 5.7, Fis addressable; moreover, 
by identities (d) and (e), its address pace is generated by the set {o.p, o.rr). 
We leave to the reader the simple task of verifying that F is not atomically address- 
able. 
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6. STRONG ADDRESSABILITIES 
The notion of addressability was introduced in an attempt o facilitate and system- 
atize the use and implementation of data graphs. We now investigate three notions 
which properly strengthen that of addressability. There are two basic reasons for 
studying such strong addressabilities. In the previous ection, the preponderance of our 
results supplied conditions which were necessary but not sufficient for rootedness of 
a data graph. In contrast, this section presents conditions which are sufficient, though 
not necessary, for a graph to be addressable. Moreover, we have concentrated on 
uniformities which have strong implications for the way one can implement data 
graphs. Thus, the second reason for studying the properties introduced in this section 
is that they advance our primary objective of systematizing the manipulation of data 
graphs. 
A. Deep-Rooted Data Graphs 
A data graph is rooted if it has a cell such that any relation between paths emanating 
from that cell holds everywhere. Thus, if c o is the root in question, and CoA x ... An 
c0/~1 "'"/~m, then cA 1 "" ?,~ = ct~x "'"/zm for every cell c. We now consider the situation 
where the root has the further property that the only relations which hold between 
paths emanating from the root hold at the root. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A data graph /" = (C, A) is deep-rooted if there is a cell c o ~ C 
such that, for all ~:, ~ ~ V(Co) , either ~ =~/ or ~ ~ ~/~ ~b (as binary relations), c o is 
called a deep root of / ' .  
We now investigate some elementary properties of deep-rootedness. The most 
basic such property is that this notion properly strengthens the notion of addressability. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. I f  F = (C, A) is deep-rooted, then no total ~ ~ A ~-  {lc} has 
a fixed point. 
Proof. The proof is immediate since any such ~ would satisfy: sr  lc and 
c~ lc v6~. 
It is a straightforward exercise to demonstrate that the conditions of the proposition 
do not insure deep-rootedness. 
THEOREM 6.3. (a) Every deep root of a data graph is also a root. (b) I f  a data 
graph is deep-rooted, then every root is a deep root. (c) There exist data graphs which 
are rooted but not deep rooted. 
Proof. (a) Immediate by definition. (b) I f  c o is a deep root and d o an arbitrary root 
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of some data graph, then V(co) = V(do). The result hus follows by definition. (c) Con- 
sider the data graph/" specified as follows (see Fig. 10): 
cell set: C is the set N • N. 
transformations: A comprises the following transformations: 
(m, n)tz = (m 4- 1, n), 
(m, n)u = (m -- 1, n), 
t (m, n 4-1), if m-----l, 
(m, n)p -- (m, n), otherwise; 
(m,n)cr = t (m,n- -  1), if m=l ,  
(m, n), otherwise. 
9 p ,o"  p ,~ 
:13> k 7 <z,3> k 7 <3,3> L "'" 
~_~ p,o" p,o" 
p cr y" ~t~y.u  "'" 
o 
FIG. 10. An addressable data graph with no deep root. 
Clearly, F is not deep-rooted since p is total and has a fixed point (in fact infinitely 
many). On the other hand, F is (singly-) rooted at cell (1, 1); indeed one easily verifies 
that each cell (m, n) has address p~-l/z~-l. The verification is simplified by noting 
the following identities:/zv = pa = 1;/zp =/zo =/~. 
Thus deep-rootedness i  a proper specialization of rootedness. We now present 
the characterization f deep-rootedness which motivated its introduction. This result 
relates the deep-rootedness of a data graph to the ability to embed the graph in itself. 
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A self-embedding of a data graph F = (C, A) is an injection (= one-to-one total map) 
0: C --+ C such that A0 _C 0A for all A ~ A; that is, for c 6 C, 
(i) (c0)A ~ CO whenever cA E C; (*1) 
(ii) if A ~ V(c), then (cA)0 = (c0)A (*2) 
In particular, note that V(c) _C V(c0). F is said to be uniformly self-embeddable if there is 
a c o ~ C such that, for all c 6 C there is a self-embedding 0~ of F with coo ~ = c. 
Our main theorem asserts that uniform self-embeddability is equivalent to deep- 
rootedness. 
THEOREM 6.4. A data graph is deep-rooted i f  and only i f  it is uniformly self- 
embeddable. 
Proof .  
(A) Say F = (C, A) has deep root c o with addressing scheme a. For each cell c ~ C, 
define the map Oc : C --~ C as follows: 
For d ~ C, dO e ~ c(da) ~ Co(ea)(da ).
We verify that each such 0~ is a self-embedding of F. Fix on a particular 0 c . 
(a) That 0e is single-valued is obvious. We, therefore, establish that 0 e is one-to- 
one. Assume that there exist d, e E C such that dO c ==-eO~. Then c(dot)~-c(eot), 
whence (d~) ~ (ea) ~ 4, whence da = e~, whence d z e, by deep-rootedness of /"  and 
one-to-one-ness of a. Thus 0 c is an injection of C. 
(b)  ~o0c = C(~oa) = c. 
(c) Now choose an arbitrary d6C and A~A. I f  d~A(A) ,  then dA~C,  and 
(dA)a ---- (da)~, e Ca. Therefore, Eqs. (*1) and (*2) are verified by the equations 
(dA)O~ = c((dA)a) = c(da)A = (d0c)~. 
Thus, each 0 c is a self-embedding of F. 
(B) Conversely, say that /" is uniformly self-embeddable. Let c o be an element 
of C with the property: For all c c C there is a self-embedding 0o o f / "  such that 
CO0 c ~ C. 
Let ~ and ~ be arbitrary elements of V(co). By an elementary induction using 
Eq. ( '2), one easily verifies that, for each c ~ C, 
and 
(Coe)Oo = (CoOo)e = ce 
(Co~)Oo = (CoOc)~ = c~. 
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Since each 0 c is a one-to-one function, it follows that 
(a) if c0~ --~ Co~?, then Vc[c~ = c~] whence ~ = ~/; and 
(b) if c0~: ~ c07/, then Vc[c~ :/= c~7] whence ~: n ~7 = q~. 
Thus, c o is a deep root of F, and the theorem is proved. 
A useful derivative of Theorem 6.4 is that addressability (in fact, deep-rootedness) 
can now often be verified merely by visual inspection of the graph! 
B. Free-Rooted Data Graphs 
Intuitively, one can imagine a self-embedding as taking a copy o f / '  and laying it 
over a second copy so that every node and edge of the first copy covers a corresponding 
element of the second. This latter condition is reflected in the assertion that A ~ V(c) 
implies (cA)O = (cO)h. However, it is not difficult to construct examples in which edges 
connecting covered nodes in the second copy o f / "  are not covered by any edge in 
the first copy (as with/3 in Fig. 11). Referring again to our definition of embedding, 
there can be nodes c and d and an edge ~ such that A 6 V(c), so that (cA)O is not defined, 
but (cO))t = dO. We now note a strengthening of our previous notions which precludes 
such uncovered edges. 
Fit. 11. A deep-rooted graph with no free root. 
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DEFINITION 6.5. A data graph /~ = (C, A) is free-rooted if there is a cell c o e C 
such that, for all ~, ~/~ V(e0) and A e A, either ~ = ~/), or ~ ~ ~)t = ~ (as binary rela- 
tions), c 0 is called a free root of F. (Compare this notion with deep-rootedness.) 
THEOREM 6.6. (a) Every free root of a data graph is also a deep root. (b) I f  a data 
graph is free-rooted, then every root of the graph is also a free root. (e) There exist data 
graphs which are deep-rooted but not free-rooted. 
Proof. (a) Immediate by definition. (b) I f  c o is a free root of F and d o is any other 
root, then 7(c0) = V(d0). (c) Consider the data graph _P specified as follows (see 
Fig. l l ) :  
cell set: C is the set N. 
transformations: A comprises the following transformations: 
no'~ ~ 2n,  
na t = 2n + 1, 
n~- = In /2 ] ,  
nf i=nq-1 ,  if n =2m for somem> 1. 
F is easily verified to be uniformly self-embeddable with deep root at cell c o = 1. 
(This is clear from the figure.) 
However (Coat)ar[3 = (Co%) at, while a~/3 :/: a t even though both a, and cr~ are 
total. Thus, F is not free-rooted. 
The notion of free-rootedness was introduced to overcome an inadequacy in the 
notion of deep-rootedness (= uniform self-embeddability). We now show that this 
goal is, indeed, attained. 
A translation of a data graph F = (C, A) is a self-embedding 0 of F such that, for 
all ,~ ~ A, ,~0 = 0,~; that is, for all c ~ C and ,~ ~ A, 
(i) cA e C iff (cO)A ~ CO; (*3) 
(ii) if A e V(c), then (cA)O = (cO)?t. (*4) 
Note that (ii) alone holds for any self-embedding, and that (i) precludes the objection 
alluded to at the beginning of this subsection. 
F is uniformly translatable if there is a cell c o ~ C such that, for all c ~ C there is 
a translation 0c of F with coo c = c. 
In analogy with Theorem 6.4, we prove the following: 
THEOREM 6.7. A data graph is free-rooted if and only if it is uniformly translatable. 
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P oof. 
(A) Assume first that F = (C, A) has free root c o . Define, as in the proof of 
Theorem 6.4, the collection of mappings {0~ [ c ~ C} by: 
dOo = cCd ) = 
for each c ~ C and for all d E C, where c~ is the addressing scheme induced by c o . 
Since every free root is a deep root, it follows from the proof of Theorem 6.4, that 
each 0~ is a self-embedding of / ' .  We now show that, when c o is a free root, (d0~)A E CO c 
only if dA ~ C; it will follow that each 0r is a translation of / ' .  Fix on an arbitrary c ~ C. 
Assume that (dO~))t = eO~ for some e e C. By construction, this implies that 
Co(COt)(da)A = Co(Ca)(eo~ ). Since c 0 is a free root of 1", (da))t -= ca. The consistency of 
addressing schemes (Proposition 5.9) now insures that dh = e. Therefore, dh E C 
iff (dO,)h E CO, ,  and each 0~ is a translation of F. 
Thus F is uniformly translatable when it is free-rooted. 
(B) Say, conversely, that F is uniformly translatable. Then there is a c o ~ C such 
that for every c ~ C there is a translation O, of F with coo ~ = c. 
Let ~, , /be  elements of V(c0) , and let h be in A. Assume ~ n ~ 5~: ~ (as binary 
relations). Then there is a c ~ C such that c~ = c~h. By uniform translatability, there 
is a translation 0c such that coo c = c. Therefore, 
c~ = (coOo)~ = (coOc)~A = c~h. (*5) 
By a straightforward induction on Eq. ( '4), we deduce that (coOo)~ = (co~)O ~ , since 
~ V(Co). Therefore, (coOc)~ E COc, whence by Eq. ( '5), (coOe)~h ~ COc also. Moreover, 
(co0~)~/A = ((co~7)0~)A since ~/E ~7(c0). By ( '3),  it thus follows that co~/A ~ C. (Note that 
this last step is not valid for arbitrary self-embeddings.) 
Summarizing, we have established that (Co~)O ~ = (coOt) ~ = (Co0c)7/A = (Co'qA)O c . 
Since each 0, is one-to-one, it follows that co~-= c0~/h. By an argument mirroring 
that of part (B) of the proof of Theorem 6.4, we now conclude that ~ = ~TA. 
Since ~, ~ were arbitrary elements of ~7(c0) and h an arbitrary element of A, c 0 
is a free root of F. The theorem is proved. 
We now demonstrate that the notion of free-rootedness represents the attainment 
of the second goal of this study. Uniform translatability of a data graph is both 
necessary and sufficient for the graph to be relocatably realizable. 
THEOREM 6.8. A data graph is relocatably realizable i f  and only i f  it is free-rooted. 
Proof. We consider a data graph E' = (C, A) which is to be realized in a set 2/ 
with #C = #2/. 
(A) Assume first that F has a free root c o. By Theorem 6.7, F is uniformly transla- 
table. Therefore, for every c ~ C, there is a translation 0c of F with CoO ~ -~ c. 
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Now let (r, p) be any total realization o f / '  in A. By Proposition 4.3, such a realiza- 
tion always exists. We use (r, p) to show that -P is relocatable. 
For each a 6 A, let ca = ar -1, and define the map r a : C--+ A as follows: For each 
cEC,  
er a ~ (cOc~)r. 
One easily verifies the following assertions: 
(1) r a is one-to-one. This follows since both 0% and r are one-to-one. 
(2) corn = (coO~)r = Ca r = (ar-1)r : a, by choice of c o . 
(3) I f  cA e C for some c ~ C and ~, e A, then (c0e)A ~ CO~, by (*3) and, in fact 
(c0r = (cA)O~ by (*4). We therefore have 
(cra)(Ap) = ((cO~,)r)(Ap), by definition of r a ; 
---- ((cO~.)A)r, since (r, p) is a realization; 
((cA)Oo.)r, by (*4); 
-~ (cA)ra, by definition of ra 9 
In particular, cA ~ C implies (cra)(Ap)~ Cr .  ; and moreover, (cA)r a = (cra)(Ap) by 
reversing our chain of reasoning. 
(4) Finally, say that (cr.)(Ap) ~ Cra for c ~ C and A ~ A. On the one hand, this 
implies that, for some d ~ C, 
(a) (Cra)(Ap) = dra ~-  (ao~.)r. 
On the other hand, since Cr a C Cr, (cra)(Ap) = ((cOr E Cr, whence 
(b) (cOc,)a ~ C 
by definition of realization. But (b) implies, again by definition of realization, 
(C) ((COCa)A)r = (s 
Since r is one-to-one, we conclude from (a) and (c) that (cOc,)A : -  d0% ~ COc.  Condi- 
tion (*3) then asserts that cA ~ C. 
We have thus shown that, for each a ~ A, (r  a , p) is a realization o f / "  in A with 
Cora : a.  iV' is, therefore, relocatably realizable in A. 
(B) Assume, conversely, that there is a cell c o E C and an injection p: A T --~ A (A) 
such that, for each a G A there is a mapping r a : C - -~  A satisfying 
(1) cora = a; 
(2) (r  a , p) is a realization of F in A. 
Let ~:, ~ be elements of V(c0) and let A be in A. Assume that ~ n ~?A =7/= r In particular 
let c~: ~ c~A. Focus, momentarily on a specific a ~ A and the associated mapping ra . 
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Since ( ra ,  p) is a realization of 1", we have (c~)r a = (Cra)(~p)= (C'OA)ga ~-  
(Cra)(('qA)p). By choice of Co, we know that Corer" = cra. Therefore, since $ E V(c0), 
both (Corcr)(~p) and (Corcr,)((71A)p) are in Crc~, and moreover, they are equal. Now 
e V(c0), whence (corcr,)((~A)p) = (Cor~ra)(~p)(Ap) = ((Co'q)r~r,)(AO). By condition 
(i) in the definition of realization, then, ~A must be in V(c0). By condition (ii) of that 
definition and the one-to-one-ness of r~%, we deduce that c0~: = c0-qA. 
It is now straightforward to show that ~ = ~A. To this end, consider an arbitrary 
b e A and the associated mapping rb. 
(Co~% = (corDC~'p) = b(~:p) 
and 
(co~TA)r ~ = (eorb)((~TA)p) = b((nA)O); 
hence b(~:p)= b((~A)p). Now b was arbitrary, so we conclude: If  ~:,-q ~ V(Co) and 
A e A, then either (i) ~: n -qh = 4, or (ii) Va e A[a(~p) = a((~A)p)], whence ~:p = (7/A)p, 
whence ~: = -qh (since p is one-to-one). 
In other words, c o is a free root o f / ' ,  and the theorem is proved. 
We immediately obtain the following corollary which would be somewhat surprising 
in the absence of Theorems 5.13 and 6.8. 
COROLLARY 6.9. A data graph is relocatably realizable only if it is realizable by 
relative addressing. Moreover, the converse is not true. 
C. Universally Rooted Data Graphs 
The final structural uniformity which we consider epresents the ultimate extension 
of the notion of addressability. This notion, which we designate universal-rootedness, 
asserts that any relation on paths which holds at any cell holds at every cell; in other 
words, the graph looks identical from any cell. We show that universal rootedness 
subsumes the three uniformities studied previously, and we present a multifaceted 
characterization f universally rooted data graphs. This characterization lends evidence 
to the assertion that universal rootedness is the "mathematical completion" of the 
other forms of addressability in that conditions that were necessary but not sufficient 
for these other notions translate into conditions which are both necessary and sufficient 
for this notion. 
A data graph/"  = (C, A) is universally rooted if, for all c E C and all ~, ~7 e V(c), 
= ~7 whenever c~ = c~ 7. 
Assuming that every A ~ A is nonempty, we can invoke the results of Sections 5C 
and 5D to deduce that, i f / "  is universally rooted, then: 
(a) Every f e A ~ is one-to-one and total. 
(b) A" = Ca is a group. 
(c) No c e C has a nontrivial oop. 
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Using (a) and (b), the following result is immediate: 
THEOREM 6.10. (a) I f  a data graph is universally rooted, then every cell is a free root. 
(b) There are free-rooted ata graphs which are not universally rooted. 
Proof. (a) Immediate, since every c E C is a root. (b) Consider either the binary 
tree with predecessor (Fig. 2) or the positive quadrant graph (Fig. 4). It is a straight- 
forward exercise to verify that each of these graphs has a unique free root. They are, 
therefore, free- but not universally-rooted. 
We now define a number of notions which are used in our characterization of
universal rootedness. The reader can refer to the linear list of Fig. 6 as an example 
of a universally rooted data graph. 
(1) /" is group-addressable if it is addressable and its address pace is a group. 
(2) F is left-cancellative if, for all ~, 7/, ~ ~ AL ~7 = ~ whenever ~ = ~.  
(3) / '  is relationally homogeneous if, for all ~:, ~ ~ AL either ~ = 7/or ~ (~ ~ = 4. 
(4) F is loop-free if no ~: ~ A" -- {1} has a fixed point. 
(5) A translation 0 of a data graph/~ ----- (C, A) is a transposition if 0 maps C 
one-to-one onto C. 
F is uniformly-transposable if, for all c, d ~ C there is a transposition 0ca o f / "  with 
cOca = d. 
Note. Uniform transposability corresponds to strong relocatability in Ref. [3]. 
(6) F is totally addressable if it is addressable and every addressing scheme maps 
C onto A ~. 
Since many of these properties have been shown to hold "at the roots" of a data 
graph, it is not surprising that they hold "everywhere" for universally-rooted graphs. 
It is less obvious, however, that each property suffices to insure universal rootedness. 
THEOREM 6.11. Let F= (C,A) be a data graph, and assume that each A 6 A is 
nonempty. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) F is group-addressable. 
(b) F is addressable and left-cancellative. 
(c) F is relationally homogeneous. 
(d) / '  is loop-free. 
(e) F is universally rooted. 
(f) F is uniformly transposable. 
(g) I" is totally addressable. 
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Proof. We shall establish the chain of implications, 
a- -+b-+c- -~d-+e-* f -+g-+a.  
(a) --+ (b): Since every group is left-cancellative, i f / "  is group-addressable, it is 
trivially addressable and left-cancellative. 
(b) -~ (c): Say that F is  left-cancellative with addressing scheme ~. I f  ~:, ~/~ A 9 have 
nonempty intersection, then for some c ~ C, cr =- c~/. It follows that (c~)~: = (c~)~ by 
rootedness, whence r = ~/by left-cancellation. Thus, F is relationally homogeneous. 
(c) -+ (d): Say ~ ~ A t has a fixed point; then ~ n 1 ~b.  Thus, if F is relationally 
homogeneous, then ~: = 1, and/"  is loop-free. 
(d) --> (e): Say that / ' i s  loop-free, and let c E C and ~:, 7/~ V(c) be such that cr = c~7. 
(i) By strong connectivity, there is a ~ ~ A 9 such that (cr = (c,7)g =-c. 
Since F is loop-free, we must conclude that r = 7/~ = 1. In particular, both 
and ~/are total. 
(ii) Let d be an arbitrary element of C. By (i), r ~/~ V(d), and dr ----- dT/~ = d. 
(iii) By associativity, d~: ~ d(~:~)r = dr162 Once again, since /" is loop-free, 
we must conclude that ~r = 1. 
(iv) By (ii) and (iii), d~: = d(~?~)~: = d~(~) = d~. 
Since d was arbitrary, we conclude ~ = 7/. Since c was arbitrary, we conclude that / "  
is universally rooted. 
(e) --~ (f): Say now that / "  is universally rooted. For each cell c ~ C, there is then 
an addressing scheme ac with cac = lc 9 
For every pair c, d of cells define the map O,a : C--+ C by eOea = d(e~r for each 
e ~ C. One easily verifies for all c, d: 
(i) c00~ = a(c~o) = a. 
(ii) Oca maps C one-to-one onto C. 
To verify that Oca is one-to-one, note that eO~a = fO~a implies d(e~e) --: d(f~e), whence 
e~c-=-f~ by universal rootedness whence e =f  since every addressing scheme is 
one-to-one. 
To verify that 0ca is onto, note that, by strong-connectivity, for every e ~ C there is 
a ~ ~ A 9 with d~ ~- e. Since d is a root o f / ' ,  g is total; hence, for each c ~ C, ~ ~ C~r 
It follows that, for somef~ C, ~ =f~e.  For th is f ,  fOca -~ d( f~)  ~- d~ ~- e, and O~a is 
onto. 
(iii) Finally, note that, by Theorem 6.10(a), every c ~ C is a free root o f / ' .  We 
can, therefore, invoke part (A) of the proof of Theorem 6.7 to conclude (with (i), (ii) 
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above) that Oca is a transposition o f / ' .  Since c and d were arbitrary, F is uniformly 
transposable. 
(f) --~ (g): Say now that F is uniformly transposable. 
Invoking part (B) of the proof of Theorem 6.7, we find that each c c C is a free root 
of F, since F is uniformly translatable at each c. Thus, in particular, F is universally 
rooted, whence every nonempty ~ ~ A 7 is total. Therefore , / '  is addressable and every 
nonempty element of A * is in the address space of F by Theorem 5.21. F is thus, 
totally addressable. 
(g) -+ (a): Since every element of A * is total, we can invoke Theorem 5.15 to 
conclude that every element of A 9 has a right inverse. This suffices to insure that A * 
is a group. 
Probably the most interesting and surprising part of Theorem 6.11 is part (d). 
The sole fact that no nonidentity ~ ~ A * has a fixed point is both necessary and suffi- 
cient for F to enjoy the strongest form of addressability. 
The relationship between transpositions and translations presages a close relation- 
ship between universal rootedness and relocatable realizations. The following result 
makes this relationship explicit. 
A data graph F ---- (C, A) is totally relocatable in a set A if it is relocatable in A, and 
each of the associated realizations is total. That is, there is a c o ~ C and an injection 
po:A ' -~ A IA) such that, for every cell a c A there is a mapping ra : C -+ A satis- 
fying the following conditions: 
(i) cor  ~ = a .  
(ii) ( r , ,  Po) is a total realization of F in A. 
THEOREM 6.12. A data graph is totally relocatable if and only if it is universally 
rooted. 
The proof mirrors that of Theorem 6.8 and is omitted. 
We have thus been able to close this subsection with a result which supplements our 
original two goals. 
D. Special Cases 
In Section 3, we noted that one reason for not postulating finiteness of the cell sets 
of data graphs was that much of the development would degenerate under that 
assumption. We close this section by making this allegation precise and verifying it. 
The monoids A" employed in the definition of data graphs are, as is indicated in 
Theorem 5.15, very close to being groups when the data graphs are addressable. 
It  should not, therefore, be surprising that the addition of constraints to addressable 
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data graphs can force A 9 to be a group. We cite two such constraints in the following 
result. The finiteness constraint will be discussed in the final section. 
THEOREM 6.13. Let F = (C, A) be an addressable data graph. I f  F is (a) abelian 
(~ = n~ for all ~, ~ ~ A') or (b) finite (C is a finite set), then F is group-addressable. 
Proof. (a) F is abelian. Let ~ e V(co) where c o is a root of F, and let ~/e V(co~ ).
Then c0~:~ / = c07/~: , whence ~ e V(co). Thus every nonempty element of A* is total, and 
the result follows from Theorems 5.21 and 6.11. (b) If _P is addressable, Corollary 5.16 
asserts that every nonempty ~e A" has #A(~:) = #C. In particular, if F is finite, every 
such ~: is total, whence F is group-addressable. 
7. DISCUSSION 
In this section we briefly discuss the practical implications of the results reported 
herein, and we indicate possible directions for extending this work. 
A. Practical Considerations 
Computer memories are finite. Data graphs employed in programs are finite. Data 
graphs employed in programs are often implemented by relative addressing and 
relocatable realizations, even when these graphs are not universally rooted. Yet 
Theorem 6.13 asserts that only universally rooted finite graphs can be so realized. 
How are these anomalies reconciled ? More importantly, how can results in previous 
sections which depend on the infinitude of C be applied in practical situations ? 
(1) Our definition of addressability and relative addressing demands that all 
the information ecessary for determining next addresses be derivable from the "multi- 
plication table" for A ~. A reasonable weakening of this requirement would permit 
certain "tests" to be performed in conjunction with this table-lookup. Note that we 
propose this weakened constraint not for inclusion in the theoretical development, but 
rather in applications of the theory. 
Thus, say we have a finite data graph which admits a uniform extension to an 
addressable infinite data graph. For example, an array (2-dimensional) can be extended 
to the quadrant graph of Fig. 4. We can then develop a "paper" ra-realization of the 
infinite graph. Using this paper implementation, we can realize our finite data graph 
by relative addressing by considering it to be a finite "prefix" of the infinite graph and 
including explicit ests in our program to detect he "leaves" of the graph. (Of course, 
this strategy presupposes that some root of the infinite graph is a cell of the finite 
graph.) 
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This type of test is commonly used with many implementation techniques (see 
[2, pp. 240 if]). It preserves many of the advantages of relative addressing with little 
added cost. 
(2) A second technique for finding ra-realizations of finite graphs is less widely 
applicable. If we have a finite data graph in which all total transformations satisfy 
Corollary 5.17, we can attempt o extend the partial functions so that the graph 
becomes universally rooted. 
With arrays, for example, making the row- and column-successors modular (i.e., 
using modular arithmetic) effects precisely this transformation. 
(3) The construction of relocatable realizations of finite data graphs in finite 
memories, when possible, is an obvious extension of (1) above. 
In addition to uniformly extending the finite data graph, we extend the "address 
space" of the computer (simulating a so-called "virtual memory"). As before we 
develop a "paper" relocatable realization and simulate this "paper" implementation 
on the prefix of the infinite graph which is, in fact, our finite graph. The simulation 
is a bit more complicated in this case since we must include in our program not only 
tests for "leaves," but also tests to assure that a relocation leaves all of our prefix in 
the computer memory. 
By adding more "external" tests to a program, one can even implement the tree with 
reset of Fig. 3 by a technique analogous to relative addressing. One merely adds an 
auxiliary procedure to treat the reset move as an exception. 
Techniques for the treatment of further exceptions will undoubtedly occur to 
the reader. 
B. Possible Extensions 
The model we have presented appears to be oriented solely toward questions con- 
cerning structural properties of data graphs. Despite this limitation, there are numerous 
problems which can be attacked using either the present model or a slight modification 
thereof. 
Two questions arise directly from our study. 
First, the results of Sections 5and 6 indicate that the classes of data graphs realizable 
by relative addressing and by relocatable r alization are larger than seems to have been 
realized. Is it then possible that these implementation techniques are also more flexible 
than one would have expected ? Preliminary work on a paper now in preparation 
strongly suggests an affirmative reply. An offshoot of this new investigation is a col- 
lection of tools for inferring the (free-) rootedness of complicated data graphs from that 
of simpler ones. 
A second problem suggested by the present work concerns the inherent complexity 
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of addressing schemes. Obviously, the advantages of ra-realizations mean little if 
the actual implementing functions (i.e., the set A~p) are prohibitively complex to 
compute. One can approach this complexity problem from two angles: (1) What 
subclass of the (free-)rooted data graphs are implementable using a family of "simple" 
functions ? (2) What class of functions uffices to implement some prespecified class 
of rooted data graphs (such as those for which Ca is a free monoid--the treelike 
graphs) ?
Numerous problems arise if one conjoins ome "machine-like" features to our model. 
For example, if one considers either Turing machines or Bounded Action Machines [3] 
with data graphs as "tapes," one may be able to study certain dynamic problems 
concerning, say, searching or sorting using data graphs. Alternatively, by considering 
program- or machine-schemata with data graphs in addition to primitive registers, 
one may be able to investigate those aspects of machine organization which relate to 
the addressing structure of the machine memory or those aspects of program structure 
which relate to the use of data structures. 
The possibility of conjoining aTuring machine to our model suggests the following 
general problem. What structural features of tapes (viewed as data graphs) suffice to 
explain why tapes "behave as they do ?" For example, which data graphs obey the 
space-compression theorem of Turing machine theory ?
Finally, one can add to our model two extra components which allow one to formu- 
late problems concerning list processing. The needed components are a data universe 
D (which is, say, a countable set containing the address pace A) and a family of contents 
functions mapping A into D. A more sophisticated notion of realization could then be 
developed, and numerous tructural and behavioral problems which are beyond the 
capacity of our model could be attacked. 
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